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Willis ISD Social Media Terms of Use
Willis ISD’s official Facebook and Twitter accounts are used to communicate the outstanding
achievements of our students and staff, distribute information about upcoming events and other
relevant district information. Pages are updated as frequently as possible to facilitate community
awareness and engagement.
Comments
Content posted by Willis ISD is designed to be positive, uplifting, and appropriate for all users.
Comments made on those postings should follow those same guidelines. Complaints or requests
for specific information should be made through appropriate campus or district administration or by
utilizing the “Contact Us” feature located at the top right of all Willis ISD websites.
Community feedback is welcomed and encouraged, however, all comments are subject to review
by district administrators for appropriateness of language and protection of the privacy rights of
students and district staff. While Willis ISD reserves the right to remove comments at any time, for
any reason, statements specifically prohibited include comments that:


Are unrelated to the specific posting made by Willis ISD.



Identify individual students or staff in defamatory, abusive or negative terms or infringe on
the privacy rights of students and/or staff.



Contain abusive or inappropriate language or statements. Statements that are likely to
offend or provoke others are also not allowed.



Violate, or promote the violation of, any Willis ISD policy.



Break the law or encourage others to do so. This includes violating copyright and fair use
laws.



Promote or advertise a service or product.



Contain links to other Web sites, photographs, or links to photographs.



Represent a person other than the one posting the comment.



Constitute political lobbying.

Other Notices
Willis ISD does not endorse, condone, or control advertising messages that might appear on the
district’s Facebook page.
Requests for information or submission of complaints should follow established procedures
through campus or district administration as opposed to messages or comments submitted through
social media.
Any questions or comments regarding Willis ISD’s Social Media Terms of Use may be submitted
through the “Contact Us” feature located on all district websites.

Education is Exciting!

